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Call for Papers
for the 1993 Edition of
To Improve The Academy
deadline for submission: February 1st, 1993

POD invites submissions for the 1993 edition of *To Improve The Academy*

*To Improve The Academy* is the journal of the Professional and Organizational Development (POD) Network in Higher Education which is published annually. It is a collection of essays written by POD's members and supporters. Since its inception in 1982, *To Improve The Academy* has provided a forum for articles on improving higher education through instructional, faculty, and organizational development.

Articles should focus on topics within these three general areas and may address any development issues relevant to a variety of institutions ranging widely in size, focus, funding, and programs. The audience for *To Improve The Academy* are center staff and providers of professional development services, faculty members, administrators, and others interested in improving the climate for teaching and learning in institutions of higher education. Approaches of articles should focus on what informs, stimulates, and assists these members of the academic community in their work. Articles may include those describing or reflecting upon practice, example materials or exercises, theoretical and conceptual discussions, or research-based studies with practical applications.

The editors are particularly interested in submissions that address the 1992 POD Conference theme: "Building Community Within a Changing Academy." Those who have made presentations or shared their work at the 1992 conference are especially encouraged to submit manuscripts.

Please prepare manuscripts according to the guidelines set forth by *The Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association*. Submissions must include an abstract. Since the manuscripts will be reviewed using a blind review process, include a title page that contains the title, the author(s), and an address and phone number for the lead author. Additionally, include the title (but no names) on the top of the first page of the manuscript. Prepare your manuscript in Microsoft Word on Macintosh or PC as you will be asked to submit a disk if your article is accepted. Contact the editors for a copy of New Forum Press's "Manuscript Preparation Suggestions for Authors of *To Improve The Academy*.”

Please submit six hard copies of your initial manuscript, but do not send your disk now. The editors will provide prompt feedback on all manuscripts. Early submission will permit more time for complete feedback and any revision that may be necessary if your article is accepted for publication.

Send inquiries and completed manuscript to:

Delivee Wright and Joyce Povlacs Lunde, Editors
Teaching and Learning Center
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
121 Benton Hall
Lincoln, NE 68588-0623
(402) 472-3079
(402) 472-4932 FAX